The prose storyboard language is a formal language for describing movies shot by shot, where each shot is described with a unique sentence. The language uses a simple syntax and limited vocabulary borrowed from working practices in traditional movie-making, and is intended to be readable both by machines and humans. The language is designed to serve as a high-level user interface for intelligent cinematography and editing systems.
INTRODUCTION
In movie production, directors often use a semi-formal idiom of natural language to convey the shots they want to their cinematographer. Similarly, film scholars use a semi-formal idiom of natural language to describe the visual composition of shots in produced movies to their readers. In order to build intelligent and expressive virtual cinematography and editing systems, we believe the same kind of high-level descriptions need to be agreed upon. In this paper, we propose a formal language that can serve that role. Our primary goal in proposing this language is to build software cinematography agents that can take such formal descriptions as input, and produce fully realized shots as an output [7, 25] . A secondary goal is to perform in-depth studies of film style by automatically analyzing real movies and their scripts in terms of the proposed language [26, 24] .
The prose storyboard language is a formal language for describing shots visually. We leave the description of the soundtrack for future work. The prose storyboard language separately describes the spatial structure of individual movie frames (compositions) and their temporal structure (shots). Our language defines an infinite set of sentences (shot categories), which can describe an infinite set of shots.
In film analysis, there is a frequent confusion between shots and compositions. A medium shot describes a composition, not a shot. If the actor moves towards the camera in the same shot, the composition will change to a close shot and so on. Therefore, a general language for describing shots cannot be limited to describing compositions such as medium shot or close shot but should also describe screen events which change the composition during the shot.
Our language can be used indifferently to describe shots in pre-production (when the movie only exists in the screenwriter and director's minds), during production (when the camera records a continuous "shot" between the times when the director calls "camera" and "cut"), in post-production (when shots are cut and assembled by the film editor) or to describe existing movies. The description of a entire movie is an ordered list of sentences, one per shot. Exceptionally, a movie with a single shot, such as Rope by Alfred Hitchcock, can be described with a single, long sentence.
In this paper, we assume that all shot descriptions are manually created. We leave for future work the important issue of automatically generating prose storyboards from existing movies, where a number of existing techniques can be used [4, 32, 9, 12, 11] . We also leave for future work the difficult problems of automatically generating movies from their prose storyboards, where existing techniques in virtual camera control can be used [13, 6, 15, 8] .
PRIOR ART
Our language is loosely based on existing practices in moviemaking [31, 30] and previous research in the history of film style [3, 28] . Our language is also related to the common practice of the graphic storyboard. In a graphic storyboard, each composition is illustrated with a single drawing. The blocking of the camera and actors can be depicted with a conventional system of arrows within each frame, or with a separate set of floor plan views, or with titles between frames.
In our case, the transitions between compositions use a small vocabulary of screen events including camera actions (pan, dolly, crane, lock, continue) and actor actions (speak, react, move, cross, use, touch). Although the vocabulary could easily be extended, we voluntarily keep it small because our focus in this paper is restricted to the blocking of actors and cameras, not the high-level semantics of the narrative.
We borrow the term prose storyboard from Proferes [22] who used it as a technique decomposing a films script into a sequence of shots, expressed in natural language The name catches the intuition that the language should directly translate to images. In contrast to Proferes, our prose storyboard language is a formal language, with a well defined syntaxx and semantics, suitable for future work in intelligent cinematography and editing.
Our proposal is complementary to the Movie Script Markup Language (MSML) [23] , which encodes the structure of a movie script. In MSML, a script is decomposed into dialogue and action blocks, but does not describe how each block is translated into shots. Our prose storyboard language can be used to describe the blocking of the shots in a movie in relation to an MSML-encoded movie script.
Our proposal is also related to the Declarative Camera Control Language (DCCL) which describes film idioms, not in terms of cameras in world coordinates but in terms of shots in screen coordinates [6] . The DCCL is compiled into a film tree, which contains all the possible editings of the input actions, where actions are represented as subject-verb-object triples. Our prose storyboard language can be used in coordination with such constructs to guide a more extensive set of shot categories, including complex and composite shots.
Our approach is also related to the work of Jhala and Young who used the movie Rope by Alfred Hitchcock to demonstrate how the story line and the director's goal should be represented to an automatic editing system [15] . They used Crossbow, a partial order causal link planner, to solve for the best editing, according to a variety of strategies, including maintaining tempo and depicting emotion. They demonstrated the capability of their solver to present the same sequence in different editing styles. But their approach does not attempt to describe the set of possible shots. Our prose storyboard language attempts to fill that gap.
Other previous work in virtual cinematography [29, 14, 10, 21, 16, 18] has been limited to simple shots with either a static camera or a single uniform camera movement. Our prose storyboard language is complementary to such previous work and can be used to define higher-level cinematic strategies, including arbitrarily complex combinations of camera and actor movements, for most existing virtual cinematography systems.
REQUIREMENTS
The prose storyboard language is designed to be expressive, i.e. it should describe arbitrarily complex shots, while at the same being compact and intuitive. Our approach has been to keep the description of simple shots as simple as possible, while at the same time allowing for more complex descriptions when needed. Thus, for example, we describe actors in a composition from left to right, which is an economical and intuitive way of specifying relative actor positions in most cases. As a result, our prose storyboard language is very close to natural language (see Fig.6 ).
It should be easy to parse the language into a non ambiguous semantic representation that can be matched to video content, either for the purpose of describing existing content, or for generating novel content that matches the description. It should therefore be possible (at least in theory) to translate any sentence in the language into a sketch storyboard, then to a fully animated sequence.
It should also be possible (at least in theory) to translate existing video content into a prose storyboard. This puts another requirement on the language, that it should be possible to describe existing shots just by watching them. There should be no need for contextual information, except for place and character names. As a result, the prose storyboard language can also be used as a tool for annotating complete movies and for logging shots before post-production. Since the annotator has no access to the details of the shooting plan, even during post-production [19, 20] , we must therefore make it possible to describe the shots in screen coordinates, without any reference to world coordinates.
SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS
The prose storyboard language is a context-free language, whose terminals include generic and specific terms. Generic terminals are used to describe the main categories of screen events including camera actions (pan, dolly, cut, dissolve, etc.) and actor actions (enter, exit, cross, move, speak, react, etc.). Specific terminals are the names of characters, places and objects that compose the image and play a part in the story. Non-terminals of the language include important categories of shots (simple, complex, composite), sub-shots and image compositions. The complete grammar for the language is presented in Fig.9 in extended BNF notation.
The semantics of the prose storyboard language is best described in terms of a Timed Petri Net (TPN) where actors and objects are represented as places describing the composition ; and screen events (such as cuts, pans and dollies) are represented as Petri net transitions. TPNs have been proposed for representing the temporal structure of movie scripts [23] , character animation [17, 2] , game authoring [1] and turn-taking in conversation [5] . Transitions in a TPN usually have non-zero duration. In some cases, transitions change the composition from an initial state to a final state. In those cases, the language does not attempt to describe the composition during the transition. In other cases, transitions maintain the composition while they are executed. Between transitions, the screen composition can be infered by inspecting the state of the TPN places (actors and objects ) and their attributes between successive screen events. This TPN semantics is useful for generating prose storyboards from movies, and for generating movies from prose storyboards. This will be described in future work.
IMAGE COMPOSITION
Image composition is the way to organise visual elements in the motion picture frame in order to deliver a specific message to the audience. In our work, we propose a formal way to describe image composition in terms of the actors and objects present on the screen and the spatial and temporal relations between them.
Following Thomson and Bowen [31] , we define a composition as the relative position and orientation of isual elements called Subject, in screen coordinates.
In the simple case of flat staging, all subjects are more or less in the same plane with the same size. Thus, we can describe this flat composition as follows: where Size is one of the classical shot size illustrated in Fig.1 and Subject is generally an actor name. The Profile and Screen terms describe respectively the orientation and the position of the subject in screen space. See full grammar in Fig.9 for more details.
In the case of deep staging, different subjects are seen at different sizes, in different planes. We therefore describe such shot with a stacking of flat compositions as follows:
<F l a t C o m p o s i t i o n > { , <F l a t C o m p o s i t i o n >} *
As a convention, we assume that the subjects are described from left to right. This means that the left-to-right ordering of actors and objects is part of the composition. Indeed, because the left-to-right ordering of subjects is so important in cinematography and film editing, we introduce a special keyword cross for the screen event of one actor crossing over or under another actor.
Shot sizes are used to describe the relative sizes of actors independently of the camera lens as illustrated in Fig.3 .
The Screen term describe the subject position in screen coordinate. It allows to slightly modify the generic framing by shifting the subject position to the left or right corner as shown in Fig.4 . Thus, we can describe a more harmonious composition with respect to the head room and look room or the rules of thirds. We can also describe unconventional framing to create unbalanced artistic composition or to show other visual elements from the scene.
SHOT DESCRIPTIONS
Based on the taxonomy of shots proposed by Thomson and Bowen [31] , our prose storyboarding language distinguishes three main categories of shots :
• A simple shot is taken with a camera that does not move or turn. If the composition changes during a simple shot, it can only be the effect of actors movement relative to the camera.
• A complex shot is taken with a camera that can pan, tilt and zoom from a fixed position. We introduce a single camera action (pan) to describe all such movements. Thus the camera can pan left and right, up and down (as in a tilt), and in and out (as in a zoom).
• A composite shot is taken with a moving camera. We introduce two camera actions (dolly and crane) to describe typical camera movements. Panning is of course allowed during dolly and crane movements.
In each of those three cases, we propose a simplified model of a shot, consisting in a sequence of compositions and screen events. Screen events can be actions of the camera relative to the actors, or actions of the actors relative to the camera. A shot is therefore a sequence of compositions and screen events. Screen events come in two main categories -those which change the composition (events-to-composition) and those which maintain the composition (events-with-composition).
In our model, we can be in only one of four different states:
1. Camera does not move and composition that does not change. 2. Camera does not move and composition changes due to actor movements.
3. Camera moves and composition does not change 4. Camera moves and composition changes.
In case (1), the shot can be described with a single composition. In case (2), we introduce the special verb lock to indicate that the camera remains static while the actors move, leading to a new composition. In case (3), we use the constructions pan with, dolly with and crane with to indicate how the camera moves to maintain the composition. In case (4), we use the constructions pan to, dolly to and crane to to indicate how the cameras moves to change the composition, and we introduce a special verb continue to to indicate that the composition changes due to a combination of actor and camera movements. All three cases are illustrated in Fig.5 , Fig.6 and Fig.7 . 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As a validation of the proposed language, we have manually annotated scenes from existing movies covering different styles and periods. In this paper, we illustrate the prose storyboard language on a particularly difficult example, a short sequence from the single-shot movie Rope by Alfred Hitchcock, where actor and camera movements interfere to produce a rich and dynamic visual composition. The prose storyboard for the example is presented in Fig.7 and Fig.6 . Despite the complexity of the scene, the prose storyboard is quite readable and was relatively easy to generate.
This example also illustrates how default values are used to describe simple cases. For instance, default values for a two-shot are supplied by assuming that the two actors are both facing the camera and placed at one-third and two-third of the screen. Such default values are stored in a stylesheet, which can be used to accommodate different cinematographic styles, i.e. television vs. motion pictures, or musical vs. film noir. 
CONCLUSION
We have presented a language for describing the spatial and temporal structure of movies with arbitrarily complex shots. The language can be extended in many ways, e.g. by taking into account lens choices, depth-of-field and lighting. Future work will be devoted to the dual problems of automatically generating movies from prose storyboards in machinima environments, and automatically describing shots in existing movies. We are also planning to extend our framework for the case of stereoscopic movies, where image composition needs to be extended to include the depth and disparity of subjects in the composition. We believe that the proposed language can be used to extend existing approaches in intelligent cinematography and editing towards more expressive strategies and idioms and bridge the gap between real and virtual movie-making. 
